Introduction
In the process of camouflage pattern painting design, the designed pattern paintings should be assessed and evaluated firstly and selected according to the camouflage effects [1] . Moreover, the camouflage evaluation should be quantified. Therefore, it is particularly important that how to quantitatively evaluate the camouflage effect of the pattern painting. The camouflage effect evaluation is based on the degree of blending effect between the object and surrounding background in term of shape, size, color and spatial distribution [2, 3] . Traditionally, A number of observers are organized to observe the targets in field at a certain distance all along, and then the observation results are statistical analyze to quantify the camouflage effect in detection and identification probabilities. The traditional method to measure detection and identification probabilities is accurate. However, this method is time and money consuming, also relatively poor reproducibility [4, 5] . Therefore, the method only is used in camouflage effect evaluation of a handful of important objectives.
When some relative conditions changed, it is necessary to reorganized the experiment according to the traditionally method. Limited by time and money, the field experiments is only a small amount, which cannot objectively reflect the adaptability of the entire region. Therefore, it is very necessary that the alternative methods should be researched which effectively adapt to a variety of target camouflage battlefield environments. With the development of surveillance technology, the traditional form of camouflage face serious challenges, and then digital pattern painting emerged. And there are problems that how to quantitatively evaluate the camouflage effect of traditional and digital pattern paintings, and how to construct the relation between camouflage effect and detection and identification probabilities.
Detection Probability under Visual Condition
Detection probability is the probability of the target is detected, in the form of percentage. 0% is that the target will not be detected to a certainty. 100% is that the target will be detected all to nothing. The detection probability greater, the probability of target is more likely found, and the easier the target detected, and the more dangerous to the target. Therefore, the value of detection probability should be reduced.
For camouflage pattern painting, the primary reconnaissance manner to deal with is the visual reconnaissance. Therefore, the detection probability under visual condition is researched here.
According to the camouflage theory, the typical target detection probability can be calculated under visual observation conditions by the following formula as follow
Where, K is the target contrast observed by human eye, ε is the threshold of luminance contrast, Where, θ is the target opening angle of the human eye, which is as follow
Where, Γ is the magnification of the optical observation equipment, d is the size of target, l is the reconnaissance distance.
When the viewer observes the target, due to atmospheric attenuation, brightness contrast target and background will be attenuated, called brightness contrast, the relationship between the brightness contrast K′ and target and background brightness contrast K is as follows
Where, τ is the atmosphere transparency coefficient, when the weather is generally sunny 822 . 0 = τ , which is equivalent to weather visibility 20 km = s , the sky brightness horizon H L , the brightness of the background B L .
Identification Probability under Visual Condition
In the instant of detecting the target, the target should be resolved which determine whether it is the goal looking for or not, that is identification. Detection and identification are two closely linked inseparable events. Under different circumstances, the identification requirements are different, generally divided into four degrees, such as doubt discovered, confirmed the target, identify the target, and describe the target. In different searching equipment, the identification modes are different.
Identification probability of camouflage target is the probability of target is be identified and recognized in a given distance. The smaller of identification probability, represents the target camouflage is better.
Under visual observation conditions, the typical target identification probability can be expressed by the following equation. When the detection probability % 90 < 
Then, the target identification probability is as follow The camouflage pattern painting is that coatings, dyes and other materials are used to change the spectral reflectance characteristics of target, screening, and surface background. Effective camouflage renders a target indistinguishable from irrelevant background objects [6] . The animal's colors in nature have two different camouflage methods: background pattern matching [7, 8] and disruptive coloration [9, 10] .
The camouflage pattern painting is the most basic camouflage technique. It is widely used in many targets using camouflage paint. And it can be done fast, and be effective fast. Many other camouflage measures can be done on the basis of camouflage pattern painting. However, the camouflage effect of pattern painting directly applied to the target is limited. Generally, the color difference of target and background is decreased, and the significant degree is reduced, and the target shape is changed.
In order to prevent the space mixing phenomenon of spots in various colors, ensure multi-color camouflage deformation, camouflage spot size must be visible at a predetermined viewing distance.
Spot visible size mainly depends on the observation distance, the brightness difference between spots, and the degree of atmosphere transparency. In general transparent atmospheric conditions ( 9 . 0 8 . 0 = τ ), spots of visible size limit can be approximate computed by the following formula. When observing with naked eye and the brightness contrast between spots satisfies 4 .
When the brightness contrast between spots satisfies 4 . 0 2 . 0 < < K , the spot size in visible should be increased as
Where, d is the size of spot. D is the observation distance which only considering the case of ground and close air observation. Because of their small size, such as artillery, tanks, vehicles and other targets, they can be detected and found in closer viewing distance.
In order to prevent the shapes and sizes of camouflage spots are stereotyped, the various sizes camouflage spots should be taken as far as possible on the basis of that they are visible.
Digital camouflage pattern painting, also known as numeral camouflage pattern painting, is a type of camouflage pattern painting that camouflage multicolor block unit is generated from the digital imaging and processing technology. It is a new camouflage pattern painting designed technology. It is based on the biological characteristics of the human visual system, based on the pixel expression of background image feature. Base on the space blending theory, according to computer-aided design or computer-generated design, a new camouflage pattern painting having dual texture of macro and micro pattern constructed by basic units is generated.
Morphological characteristics of space blending effect analysis showed that the square is the most stable form and the color can be fully set, easily form space blending, and also easily coating operation, which is consistent with CCD detector element array. Therefore, the square unit is using in digital camouflage pattern painting. The size of the basic unit of digital camouflage pattern painting is smaller, the more sophisticated, the degree of background simulation is higher. When the basic unit is too small, camouflage effect under conditions of photographic reconnaissance satellite targets will not be significantly improved. And the pattern design and painting construction are more difficulty. Therefore, the size of the basic unit of digital camouflage pattern painting needs to consider the spatial resolution of reconnaissance equipment dealing with, human eye visual acuity, pattern design, painting operability and other factors. Through the establishment relation model between detection probability of digital pattern painting and basic unit size under photographic satellite reconnaissance, and the physical relationship between the basic unit of human retinal image size and target size, combining with the tactical requirements against photographic reconnaissance satellite, taking into account painting operability, the basic unit size is determined.
When the length of basic spot unit is 0.1m, it is difficult to distinguish a single basic unit under the condition of photographic reconnaissance satellite. The transition between various units is smooth, and spot color blending effect is generating. To minimize the painting difficulty on the basis of not affect camouflage effect, the basic unit of 10cm×10cm is more appropriate. At the same time, in order to enhance camouflage effect by optical illusion, blend to surrounding background, a small amount of modification spots can be deployed, in the basic unit size of 5cm×5cm.
Experiment
An example is selected to calculated and experimented. The experiment is done in sunny weather in eastern suburb of Nanjing city. The atmosphere transparency coefficient . The targets are painted in the forms of traditional and digital pattern painting. The distinguished size of traditional pattern painting is 0.6m, and the basic unit size of digital pattern painting is 0.1m. These two forms camouflage pattern paintings have the same color scheme and in the same backgrounds.
In order to verify the correctness of the model calculation, 60 observers are organized to observe the target camouflage effect in woodland and desert backgrounds. Then the observation results are statistical analyzed. The detection probabilities of traditional and digital camouflage pattern painting in woodland and desert background are separately actually measured and calculated, as shown in Table. 1. The detection and identification probabilities of traditional and digital camouflage pattern painting in woodland and desert background are separately calculated, as shown in Table. 2. 
Summary
The results showed that the measured and calculated detection probabilities are consistent. The calculation error is less than 4%. Therefore, the model can be used to quantitatively evaluate camouflage effect of pattern painting. Meanwhile, the results showed that the camouflage effect of digital pattern painting is better than that of traditional pattern painting in the same background. In woodland, the detection probability of traditional camouflage is 100%, and that of digital camouflage is only 39.5%. In desert, the detection probabilities of traditional and digital camouflage are same, which are 100%, which mean that they are will be detected. However, the identification probability of digital camouflage is 0%, and the traditional probability of digital camouflage is 0.85%, which is small higher than that of digital camouflage. However, in the processing of calculation, the using smallest unit size of digital camouflage as the size of target has the appropriate prerequisite, which is that digital camouflage pattern painting must be carefully designed to be able to form a dual camouflage pattern texture pattern macro and micro pattern, which is difficult.
The process of detection, recognition, and identification of camouflaged target is very complex. And there are many factors, which are difficult to quantify and affect the process, such as the experience of observer, physiological and psychological status, degree of effort, etc. Also the camouflage target state affects the process, such as the distribution of the spots, the degree of amorphous spots, the degree of target segmentation distorted. These factors are not discussed in the above analysis. Thus, the above analysis is according to the camouflage principle, and simplified which can basically reflect current research situation. In short, the calculation model in this paper is a useful method in quantitative camouflage effect evaluation of camouflage pattern painting, which comprises traditional and digital camouflage pattern painting.
